Effect of a nonsurgical treatment program on the gait pattern of idiopathic toe walking: a case report
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Background: Recent studies have reported many possibilities for the treatment of idiopathic toe walking (ITW); however, none of them have been sufficiently documented. The purpose of this case study was to document the evolution of the gait pattern of a child with severe ITW using the Gillette Gait Index before and after the third and sixth weeks, a nonsurgical treatment program and then every 3 months to 1 year from the start of the treatment. This is significant because the case study shows that a nonsurgical treatment program can be an alternative treatment method for children with severe ITW.

Case description: The case study involved a 5-year-old boy diagnosed with severe ITW. An orthopedist recommended a surgical treatment, but his parents refused to provide consent.

Intervention: The subject participated in a 12-week nonsurgical treatment program that used tone-inhibiting casts (TICs) combined with physiotherapy based on neurodevelopmental treatment principles. The treatment protocol included the following: 1) precast preparation; 2) TICs with treatment; and 3) post-cast treatment to improve the gait pattern.

Outcomes: After treatment with TICs, the range of motion of ankle dorsiflexion during stance had increased, resulting in an almost normalized gait. The patient stopped toe walking for at least 1 year.

Discussion: This study demonstrates that nonsurgical treatment should be considered first, with surgical options reserved for resistant cases; however, further research is required given the current lack of knowledge about treatment outcomes using TICs and the wide use of this treatment modality in children with ITW.
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Background

A characteristic feature of idiopathic toe walking (ITW) is a persistent walk with a bilateral toe-walking pattern in children older than 3 years in the absence of a clinically diagnosed neuromuscular disease. The disease always affects both feet. Typically, children begin to walk at the age of 12–15 months. During the early stages of walking, children generally experiment with different foot positions, including walking on their toes, as a part of their motor experiences. By the third year of life, children are expected to walk with a heel–toe gait pattern.1 If walking on their toes persists, it is perceived as ITW, which is defined as toe walking in a child who has been evaluated by a physician and for whom no medical reason for ITW has been identified. ITW occurs in healthy and normally developing children, and it always occurs in both feet. The estimated incidence of ITW in the pediatric population varies from 7% to 24%.2,3

ITW has been defined as the failure of the heel to make contact with the floor at the onset of stance4 or as the absence of a heel rocker. In a normal gait, the term “heel
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No studies have evaluated the effects of the different interventions to compare the effectiveness of different treatments. Moreover, the variability between studies with regard to pretreatment aDF angle and an early predominant first ankle moment. This classification includes three types: type 1 (mild), type 2 (moderate), and type 3 (severe).

ITW is not the result of initial Achilles’ tendon (heel cord) tightness; however, a tight Achilles’ tendon may sometimes develop as a child grows, in which case the phenomenon is called a contracture. When this type of contracture occurs, children can no longer drop their heels to the ground. This situation can lead to complications with their foot and leg positions and can contribute to flat arches and/or outward-rotated leg development when the child tries to maintain heel contact with the ground.

The cause of ITW is not fully known. However, among the factors that could lead to ITW, the following are noteworthy: tactile processing (an increased response to touch sensations), altered proprioceptive processing (sensing the body’s position in space), altered vestibular processing (maintaining balance), visual processing, decreased flexibility of the leg and foot muscles, reduced overall body strength, and family history (parents or siblings with a history of toe walking).

Recent studies have reported many possibilities for the treatment of ITW, including conservative methods, such as stretching, night splints, serial casting, and botulinum toxin type A (BTX-A) injections, for children with mild and moderate ITW and surgical intervention (Achilles tendon [heel cord] lengthening) for children with severe ITW.

No kinematic studies have explained the mechanisms of TICs in children with ITW; therefore, we can only theorize that the TICs in this case could work. First, in the presented case, the abnormal activity of the foot reflexes (toe-grasping reflex of the foot and support reflex of the legs) and the associated pattern of leg extension that affects foot progression during walking, which are similar to those of children with CP, were observed.

Chain responses following the initial toe-grasping reflex of the foot produce two further stages, which are most easily observed in the reflex. The first follows the initial flexion of the digits and consists of tensing the flexed muscles to produce a strong grasp. A strong tonic component at this stage of the reflex ensures maintenance of the grasp as long as the stimulus persists. The second stage occurs when traction is exerted by the stimulation. These reflexes are easily demonstrable in the neonate but fade rapidly and are seldom observed after 4 or 5 months of age.

The support reflex of the legs is activated when the feet come into contact with a hard substrate and the pressure on the soles causes a reflex extension of the legs. This complex reflex is important for the development of the upright posture and locomotion. Failure of this reflex to appear at the right time delays locomotor development. However, persistence long after it has served its purpose is a sign of neurological abnormality and produces characteristic abnormal gait patterns.

Compared with serial corrective casts, TICs affect heel cord stretching, and the inhibition bars reduce the stimulus to the reflexogenic area of the toe-grasp reflex and support reflex. Placing the heel inside a TIC increases the ground reaction forces in the reflexogenic area of the DF. The anterior extension in conjunction with the TICs increases the leverage, causing a downward moment at the calcaneus.

We hypothesized that the combination of increased aDF and inhibited hyperactivity of the foot reflexes (toe-grasping reflex of the foot and support reflex of the legs) can be useful in the treatment of young children with severe ITW by providing a persistent stretch to the gastrocnemius and soleus contractures and improving the gait pattern.
Case description

This case study describes a 5-year-old boy diagnosed with severe and persistent ITW. No risk factors were noted in his perinatal history, and there was no family history of ITW. His psychomotor development proceeded appropriately until the age of 2 years when he started to walk with a toe-walking gait pattern. ITW persisted until he was 4 years of age. Specifically, there was no evidence of increased muscle tone or altered reflexes, and there appeared to be no neuromuscular explanation for the toe walking. The patient exhibited no evidence of foot abnormalities, and the absence of neuromuscular disease, confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging, revealed the clinical diagnosis of ITW. Importantly, although this patient underwent 1 year of physical therapy (PT), including home exercises and nighttime bracing with plastic orthotics to maintain the stretch/flexibility of the Achilles’ tendons, his toe-walking condition worsened over time. In the opinion of an orthopedist, these developments were sufficiently severe to warrant corrective osteotomy, but the patient’s parents refused to provide consent. In this case, a 1-year, nonsurgical treatment program, including TICs combined with a PT program based on NDT principles, was offered and accepted by the parents of the patient.

With both knees in extension, he did not exhibit a passive aDF to neutral plantigrade. Upon clinical evaluation, hyperactivity of the toe-grasping reflex could be observed, which intensified with the placement of the subject in the upright position. The parents estimated that the patient spent 100% of his time on his toes. In addition, bilateral Achilles’ tendon contracture developed, both forefeet were splayed, and a disproportionately wide forefoot was observed compared with the heel and external tibial torsion, which frequently develops to compensate for the lack of a flat foot contact (Figure 1A).

Consent/Ethics

Written informed consent was obtained from the parents of the patient for the publication of this case report and any accompanying images. A copy of the written consent will be made available for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal. The Bioethical Committee of the Medical University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland approved the current report.

Intervention

Treatment program

The precasting treatment aimed to 1) inhibit an increased response to touch sensations; 2) inhibit abnormal reflex activity in posture and motor patterns (particularly positive support reactions); and 3) increase the ROM of aDF. The precasting protocol (3 weeks, five times per week for 60 minutes per session) included 1) inhibitory techniques of NDT based on sensory input, such as exteroceptive inputs (tactile stimulation), including manual guidance and the therapeutic use of different structures, and proprioceptive inputs, including weight bearing, approximation, stretching, and traction and pressure tapping directed at promoting increased proprioception during standing and 2) a stretching exercise without motion (heel cord passive stretching) performed by prolonged pulling down on the heel and pushing up on the foot while counting slowly to 25 (40 times) that was performed with the knee flexed at 90° and 20°. Pushing up on the foot requires continued hard pressure on the arch of the foot to prevent dislocation.

Bilateral short (below the knee) walking TICs were used for a period of 3 weeks in the presented case. The casts were applied with the patient in the supine position with the hip and knee flexed at 90°, and the leg and foot were established in the neutral position in all planes. An inhibition bar on both casts was used to reduce the stimulus to the reflexogeneous area of both the toe-grasping reflex of the foot and the support reflex of legs (Figure 2). The heels were strongly fixed inside the casts to increase the ground reaction forces in the reflexogeneous area of the foot reflexes. During casting, facilitation techniques of NDT, which used the improved postural tone in the casts in goal-directed balance activities and gait training, were emphasized. The treatment protocol (3 weeks, five times per week for 60 minutes per session) included 1) static balance training comprising the ability to maintain proper posture in different positions (~15 minutes), such as standing, standing with a step forward with a large and then narrow base of support and shifting to one limb; 2) dynamic balance training, which facilitates postural control when the body is moving on a stable surface and when the support surface is moving (~15 minutes); and 3) gait training on the treadmill (~30 minutes).

Excluding plaster sores (pressure areas) and skin irritation after casting, no other adverse events were noted.

The post-cast treatment protocol (6 weeks, 5 days per week for 60 minutes per session) included 1) equilibrium reaction facilitation and balance training via different positions, such as standing with disturbance, standing with a step forward with disturbance, narrow base of support with disturbance, shifting with disturbance, and the use of a Biodex stability system to produce perturbation in all directions (15 minutes); 2) the facilitation of a gait pattern using manual guidance and the therapeutic use of hands during gait training on the treadmill (15 minutes); and 3) gait
training in a closed environment using obstacles to transfer new sensorimotor experiences from treatment to everyday activities (15 minutes).

For the first gait training session, the speed of the treadmill was initially set at 90% of the child’s overground walking speed and was gradually increased at each session to increase the length of steps that the child took. The walking speed oscillated from 1.8 km/h in the first session to 3.2 km/h by the end of the treatment program. The incremental speed adjustments depended on the child’s ability to control his gait pattern.

Clinical examination and gait analysis

The pre- and post-cast deficits of passive ROM values around the ankle in two positions (Table 1) were measured separately for each lower limb using an accelerometer-based system, and a three-dimensional gait analysis was performed using the Compact Measuring System for 3D Real Time Motion Analysis and WinGait Software (Zebris Medizintechnik GmbH, Isny, Germany).

Before the gait analysis, the following anatomical landmarks were identified using an instrumented pointer: hip joint center, knee rotation center (internal and external),

Figure 1 A 5-year-old boy with severe ITW before TIC treatment (A) and 3 months after cast removal (B).

Abbreviations: ITW, idiopathic toe walking; TIC, tone-inhibiting cast.
Figure 2  Tone-inhibiting casts on a 5-year-old boy with severe ITW. Abbreviation: ITW, idiopathic toe walking.

The precast examination revealed a large deficit of ROM of aDF, defined as the value from the neutral foot position in both tests (Figures 3 and 4). The GGI calculation (80.1 for the right and 92.7 for the left lower limb) revealed a strong deviation of the patient’s gait from a normal gait pattern (Figure 5). GGI values for typically developing children range from 8.2 to 26.9.19

On the day of TIC application (after 3 weeks of precasting PT), the patient showed only a slight increase in the passive ROM of aDF in both tests with knee extension and knee flexion at 90°, while after cast removal, the ROM of aDF was close to normal and had stabilized at −9° in both tests (with knee flexion at 90° and knee extension) in both lower limbs (Figures 3 and 4).

The foot-flat position and heel contact with the ground were maintained for both legs during standing, as shown in Figure 1B. Improvements in ankle ROM and its maintenance at the 6- and 9-month post-casting examinations are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

The post-casting gait analysis revealed a small degree of improvement in the gait pattern. A significant improvement in the gait pattern (confirmed by the GGI) did not appear immediately, but it was apparent at 6 weeks after cast removal (Figure 5). The evolution of the subject’s gait pattern, as indicated by the GGI, is shown in Figure 5. Although the final GGI values were not completely characteristic of a normal gait, the GGI values at 3, 6, and 9 months post casting were efficient in categorizing the pathology in children with CP, clinically applicable19,20 and correlated with physical functioning.21

Table 1  Accelerometer placement and stabilization for the measurement of range of motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Testing position</th>
<th>Position of accelerometer</th>
<th>Stabilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 – deficit of ankle dorsiflexion</td>
<td>Supine, hip of tested leg in neutral position in all planes and knee in maximal extension</td>
<td>Lateral, 10 cm distal to the lateral malleolus, parallel to the long axis of metatarsal bones</td>
<td>Pelvis, thigh, and leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(knee extended)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 – deficit of ankle dorsiflexion</td>
<td>Supine, hip of tested leg in neutral position in all planes and knee flexed at 90°, off the table with the ankle in a neutral or fixed position (contralaterally extended)</td>
<td>Lateral, 10 cm distal to the lateral malleolus, parallel to the long axis of metatarsal bones</td>
<td>Pelvis, thigh, and leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(knee flexed at 90°)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
constant and close to those of normally developing children (Figure 5).

**Discussion**

ITW is not rare in pediatric orthopedic clinics, and it very often causes significant concern for parents. Toe-walking studies often discuss whether and how to treat ITW. The Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center expended significant effort and developed the Evidence-Based Care Guideline for the management of ITW. This guideline recommends the following sequence of treatment: 1) PT; 2) serial heel cord aDF casts (SC); 3) ankle foot orthosis; 4) Botox

---

**Figure 3** Deficit of the ROM of ankle dorsiflexion with the knee extended for the right and left lower limbs in a 5-year-old boy with severe ITW. Abbreviations: ROM, range of motion; ITW, idiopathic toe walking; T1L, deficit of ankle dorsiflexion (knee extended) of left lower limb; T1R, deficit of ankle dorsiflexion (knee extended) of right lower limb.

**Figure 4** Deficit of the ROM of ankle dorsiflexion with the knee flexed at 90° for the right and left lower limbs in a 5-year-old boy with severe ITW. Abbreviations: ROM, range of motion; ITW, idiopathic toe walking; T2L, deficit of ankle dorsiflexion (knee flexed 90°) of left lower limb; T2R, deficit of ankle dorsiflexion (knee flexed 90°) of right lower limb.
injections to the gastrocnemius and soleus (BTX-A); and 4) tendo-Achilles lengthening if other treatments fail."

There is preliminary evidence of the beneficial effects of PT, SC, BTX-A, and surgery on passive aDF and the kinetics and kinematics of gait. Importantly, although all the examined subjects with ITW from the earlier-discussed studies kinematically revealed an increased ankle plantar flexion angle throughout the gait cycle before intervention, only children in the surgical studies had a severe pretreatment deficit of aDF, whereas the children in the cast and BTX-A studies usually presented a normal/near normal ROM of aDF before the treatment. SC and BTX-A appear to benefit ITW in the short term by improving aDF and stopping toe walking in most cases. However, the beneficial effects after conservative treatment (PT/casting) do not appear to be sustainable. Additionally, SCs are usually used in children with mild ITW.

Surgical treatment is typically reserved for children with severe ITW and significant ankle equinus. This method is effective, but whether the procedure is truly necessary remains unclear. Surgical treatment is the most reliable method in patients who do not respond to nonsurgical treatment, but it is also important to consider the associated potential complications. Surgeons often caution against overlengthening, which is the most common complication. The literature is unclear with respect to the natural history of ITW, whether nonoperative treatment is effective and whether the treatment is ever needed.

This case study is unique, because it documents a nonsurgical treatment program for a subject with severe and persistent ITW and a large aDF deficit as well as equinus contractures connected with external tibial torsion. In the opinion of an orthopedist, the patient required surgical treatment. After the treatment program, both the passive ROM of aDF and aDF during the stance phase increased significantly, resulting in an almost normalized gait, and the patient stopped toe walking for at least 1 year (see the successive GGI).

The treatment program combined TICs with PT based on the NDT approach as preparation for the TICs (precast treatment) as well as post-cast treatment for gait improvement. The aim of the proposed intervention was not only the improvement of the ROM of aDF but also the improvement of the gait pattern by inhibiting the hyperactivity of the foot reflexes (toe-grasping reflex of the foot and support reflex of legs). The proof that the aforementioned strategy was successful is the fact that despite the normalization of the ROM of aDF right after TIC removal, the gait did not show immediate improvements in aDF. This two-step improvement process was the deliberate action of inhibiting the previous abnormal gait pattern (by TICs) followed by facilitating a better gait pattern through the post-cast treatment.

**Figure 5** GGI values for the right and left lower limbs in a 5-year-old boy with severe ITW.

**Note:** GGI values for normally developing children range from 8.2 to 26.9.

**Abbreviations:** GGI, Gillette Gait Index; ITW, idiopathic toe walking; L, left lower limb; R, right lower limb.
This case study showed that a nonsurgical treatment program can be an alternative to invasive surgery for children with severe ITW. Follow-up research could fill a gap in the literature by reporting on the use of nonsurgical interventions, including TICs combined with PT based on the NDT approach, for children with severe ITW, for whom (invasive) surgery would be the traditional intervention.

**Conclusion**

This study indicates that nonsurgical treatment of ITW should be considered first, reserving surgical options for resistant cases; however, we acknowledge that this is only one case and further randomized trials are required. Suggestions for further research include a similar study with a larger number of subjects with severe ITW to determine the effect of nonsurgical treatment using TICs on gait patterns in children.
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